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Words and categories are the tools we use to
survey ... the terrain of ... past activism; they are
our beacons,  which can blind as well  as  illumi‐
nate. —Nancy F. Cott 

1. Illuminating the Path of Resistance 

Although  scholars  who  study  post-1960s  ef‐
forts to revive socialism in the United States are
probably  not  the  primary  audience  that  Asad
Haider imagines for his first book, it is they who
will profit most from a close reading of this ambi‐
tious  but  brief  volume.  When  approached  as  a
published primary source, it will prove invaluable
as  a  record  of  the  ideas  of  participants  in  one
twenty-first-century  revitalization  project.  These
readers  will  encounter  an author  who has  pur‐
sued  radical  activism  of  various  sorts since  his
teens,  when  he  was  inspired  by  Black  Panther
party founder Huey Newton’s socialist reinterpre‐
tation  of  the  American  tradition  of  popular
sovereignty as “the people in power” (p. 14).[1] To‐
day, Haider numbers among the founders of the
self-described  “militant  research  collective”  that

publishes Viewpoint Magazine.  He is also a PhD
candidate at the prestigious History of Conscious‐
ness Department at  the University of  California,
Santa Cruz. The “Resistance” that has coalesced in
response  to  President  Donald  Trump’s  brazenly
authoritarian, racist, and sexist conduct is one of
the movements likely to serve as the formative ac‐
tivist  experience  for  many  of  the  dedicated  ac‐
tivists  who may eventually  create  a  disciplined,
enduring, socialist mass movement. Haider sees it
as necessary to warn these future comrades that
the identity politics that today appears to be gen‐
uine radicalism is actually a cleverly disguised lib‐
eral opportunism. 

Mistaken Identity offers guidance on how to
spot such opportunism and how to apply materi‐
alist  method  in  order  to  avoid  unconsciously
replicating its thinking in one’s own political ac‐
tivity.  In  the  process  of  offering  that  advice,
Haider draws extensively on scholarship and ad‐
dresses an audience that certainly includes many
scholars. But this first book is not an attempt to
expand the academic literature on recent  social
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movements, rendered in the deliberative idiom of
scholarship.  Rather,  Haider  has  hastened  into
print  something  more  akin  to  a  position  paper
and primer on existing socialist knowledge about
identity politics for a new generation of activists.
He warns the nascent Resistance that the form of
identity  politics  that  they  will  inevitably  en‐
counter in today’s political culture bears only su‐
perficial connection to the “emancipatory legacy”
bequeathed to posterity by African American rev‐
olutionaries of the 1970s. He informs readers that
those seemingly long-ago revolutionaries (though
not they alone) still stand “at the apex of thinking
on the concept of race” (p. 12).  Among their be‐
quests was the generic term identity politics, in‐
vented  by  the  African  American—and  in  equal
measure lesbian, feminist, and socialist—Comba‐
hee River Collective. Haider argues that the popu‐
larized  identity  politics  of  today  functions,  con‐
trary to Combahee’s intentions, as an ideology in
the Marxist sense—a beguiling obfuscation of so‐
cial  reality  that  channels  potentially  revolution‐
ary popular discontent into elite-controlled liberal
party politics. This liberal cooptation of the Resis‐
tance aims to narrow the popular vision of politi‐
cal possibility to winning the (mostly rhetorical)
assimilation of people of color and other proletar‐
ians into that ill-defined entity, the middle class.
Today’s  identity  politics,  says  Haider,  while  still
associated in popular consciousness with the mili‐
tant antiracism of Black Power, in fact promotes
“the  neutralization of  [radical]  movements
against racial oppression” (p. 12; emphasis in orig‐
inal).  How should Resisters  avoid the  pitfalls  of
this subtle, pernicious, and now pervasive form of
social control? 

Unlike some on the left, Haider explicitly rec‐
ommends neither a wholesale rejection of identi‐
ty politics (which would efface Combahee’s lega‐
cy) nor a dogmatic reprise of Combahee’s thought
and  practice  (which  would,  presumably,  ignore
Marx’s advice against “historic conjurations of the
dead  past”).[2]  Instead,  he  counsels  Resisters  to
subject  today’s  abstract  liberal  ideology  of  race,

and its program of rhetorically inclusive identity
politics,  to  “a  materialist  mode of  investigation”
that “mov[es] through all the historical specifici‐
ties and material relations that have put [that lib‐
eral ideology] in our heads” (p. 11). Today’s prima‐
ry contradiction is that arising between the eman‐
cipatory legacy of popular militancy and the long,
tragic history of American race relations and class
struggle,  the  most  recent  chapter  of  which  fea‐
tures  the  New Right’s  neoliberal,  post-New Deal
program of “capitalist restructuring and ... decom‐
position of the working class and its political insti‐
tutions,” imposed during the global economic cri‐
sis of the 1970s and beyond (p. 79). This restruc‐
turing included the absorption of African Ameri‐
can  elites  into  the  structure  of  liberal-capitalist
party politics. Much of Mistaken Identity is taken
up with presenting a synthetic historical account
of the emergence of this contradiction, an account
intended not only to explain to Resisters the de‐
generate  state  of  today’s  identity  politics  but  as
well to model the kind of dialectical analysis that
Resisters-turned-socialists  can  use  to  design  the
“program, strategy, and tactics” (p. 114) appropri‐
ate for a revitalized, militant mass movement. To‐
gether, the critique of present-day identity politics
and this sketch of recent political economy form
Haider’s intertwined main narratives. 

2. Theorizing the Neoliberal Terrain 

After an introduction that foreshadows these
themes, Haider presents a critique of liberal iden‐
tity  politics  drawn  primarily  from  the  work  of
philosopher  Judith  Butler  and  political  scientist
Wendy Brown. He prepares readers for this dis‐
cussion  by  first  focusing  on  the  circumstances
that prompted Combahee’s coinage of identity pol‐
itics in  the  mid-1970s.  Quoting  from the  Collec‐
tive’s famous manifesto, he argues that their prax‐
is of building wide-ranging coalitions among ac‐
tivists in the Boston area derived from their in‐
sight that “the major systems of oppression are in‐
terlocking” (p. 7).[3] They thereby, says Haider, re‐
jected the class reductionism endemic to the En‐
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gelsian  form  of  Marxism  that  circulated  widely
within  the  then-massive  American  social-move‐
ment sector. 

Class reductionism is not a term that Haider
defines  explicitly  for  nonspecialist  readers.  He
drops the term into his  discussion at  the begin‐
ning of the first chapter (at p. 6), and it appears
sporadically in later discussions. But this is a very
weak signal to readers that, in fact, the concept il‐
luminates Combahee’s  significance in the recent
history of socialism. That this is the case becomes
much clearer in an essay by Haider’s Viewpoint
colleague,  Salar  Mohandesi.  The  latter  explains
that the term refers to the then-current, ethnocen‐
tric habit among socialists of deducing the oppres‐
sions of women and people of color around the
world  from  the  experiences  of  the  generically
white, male industrial worker situated at the met‐
ropolitan center of the world capitalist economy.
Combahee’s  theoretical  innovation  consisted  in
recentering analysis, in their own words, on “the
real class situation of persons who are not merely
raceless, sexless workers” (p. 7).[4] 

Haider then contrasts the Combahee example
of radical identity politics with the liberal variety
that he intends to criticize. He offers as represen‐
tative  an  example  articulated  by  Jennifer
Palmieri, the communications director of Hillary
Clinton’s presidential campaign of 2016. Palmieri
was invited to appear on the Cable News Network
in January 2017 to offer commentary on the mas‐
sive  Women’s  March  that  took  place  across  the
United States on the day after Donald Trump’s in‐
auguration. Alas, Haider’s quotation of Palmieri is
too brief to foreground the elements of her liberal
construction of identity politics that distinguish it
from Combahee’s radicalism. Once again, Mohan‐
desi’s “Identity Crisis” clarifies. For Palmieri,  the
Marchers’ repudiation of Trump was grounded in
something quite other than a Combahee-style so‐
cialist feminism. Haider does show Palmieri argu‐
ing  that  political  pundits  should  not  conclude
“that the answer to [the March’s] big crowds is [to

move public] policy to the left” (p. 10). But what
else did Palmieri say? 

In “Identity Crisis,” we hear her curious insis‐
tence  that  the  protesters’  choice to  attend  the
March dressed in comfortable, casual clothing be
construed as “rejecting” the ladylike consumerism
purveyed  by  the  likes  of  “Nordstrom’s  and
Neiman Marcus.”  But  that  rejection did not,  for
Palmieri, make the Marchers a body united under
the sign of the red rose. She claimed that many in
the  down-dressed  crowd  derived  the  “power”
(Palmieri’s word) to reject consumerist femininity
from their  recognition  of  Hillary  Clinton as  the
embodiment of their individualistic aspirations to
social  mobility  within the existing social  hierar‐
chy, a mobility that Trump’s sexist, racist authori‐
tarianism threatened to choke off. Ventriloquizing
the Marchers’  viewpoint,  Palmieri  declared that
“Donald Trump doesn’t take [us] seriously.  Well,
[we are] showing [him our] value and ... power”
through public protest and electoral loyalty to the
Democrats.  This,  concludes Palmieri,  is “like our
own  version  of  [the]  identity  politics  o[f]  the
left”—but  “more  empowering,”  presumably  be‐
cause its personal rewards in terms of individual
class mobility are potentially great and immedi‐
ate,  while  it  avoids  the  risks  to  the  individual’s
life,  limb, and property concomitant with insur‐
rectionary modes of  social  change that  take the
French  Revolution  as  their  precedent.  Haider’s
(and Mohandesi’s) point, of course, is that this lib‐
eral  logic  narrows  the  scope  of  the  exercise  of
popular  sovereignty to  a  choice between Demo‐
cratic-centrist and Republican electoral options—
a range of neoliberal choices that minimizes pop‐
ular participation in politics among citizens who,
in actuality, possess the latent collective power to
govern themselves by reversing the entire politi‐
cal  discourse (in that term’s Foucauldian sense).
In this view, electoral politics on liberal terms is
suffocating,  not  empowering.  As  Mohandesi  de‐
clares (and Haider clearly agrees), “identity poli‐
tics of [Palmieri’s] kind is now explicitly wielded
by  the  Democratic  party  to  keep  [socialism]  at
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bay.”[5] Unfortunately, in Haider’s text, that point
is  not  hammered  down  all  the  way.  He knows
what he means, but he does not make his mean‐
ing  explicit  for  readers  who may not  find their
way to Viewpoint. 

We should pause for  a  moment  to  consider
the sources of this disjuncture between Haider’s
intention to produce a broadly accessible text and
the actual necessity on the part of readers to con‐
sult other texts, and to sort through widely scat‐
tered passages in Haider’s own text,  in order to
discern  his  intended  meaning.  These  are  hall‐
marks of what compositionist Linda Flower calls
writer-based  prose. Such  prose,  says  Flower,  is
characteristic of a middle stage in every author’s
transformation  of  inchoate  understanding  into
verbalized  argument.  As  we  have  already  seen,
Haider’s  published  text  reflects  the  terms  in
which he has come to represent to himself his re‐
cently minted framing of identity politics from a
socialist perspective. (On this as a recent preoccu‐
pation, see pp. 40-41.) Clearly, this middle stage is
critical to the development of Haider’s project. Yet
writer-based prose leaves much unarticulated. “In
its structure,” says Flower, it “reflects the associa‐
tive, narrative path of the writer’s own confronta‐
tion with her subject”;  while “in its language, it
reveals  her  use  of  privately  loaded  terms  and
shifting  but  unexpressed  contexts  for  state‐
ments.”[6] A further, final stage of revision is nec‐
essary in order to communicate the argument to
readers who have not experienced the transfor‐
mation  of  consciousness  that  resulted  from
Haider’s self-immersion in the problem of identity
politics.  At  this  final  stage,  which  Flower  calls
reader-based prose, the writer must articulate the
heretofore tacit  semantics that will  bring claims
and evidence into meaningful relationship to an
uninitiated audience.  This requires a restructur‐
ing of the author’s habitual self-representation of
the problem to foreground the work that the ar‐
gument intends to do in the world instead of reca‐
pitulating  the  author’s  idiosyncratic  process  of
discovery.  Although some moments  in  Mistaken

Identity rise to this level, it is not a book that con‐
sistently  achieves  the  transition to  reader-based
prose. True, readers already immersed in the flow
of contemporary socialist discourse may find the
text accessible and illuminating. I suspect, howev‐
er, that newcomers to that discourse will not. That
is why, despite Haider’s sincere intentions of ac‐
cessibility, I can recommend this work for under‐
graduate  pedagogy  only  in  situations  where
course structure will bring students to fluency in
contemporary socialist discourse. In the absence
of such preparation, his writer-based prose exac‐
erbates the risk inherent in any complex text: that
from it,  readers  may take messages  contrary to
those which the author intended to convey. 

Believing  that  the  contrast  between Comba‐
hee’s  radical  and Palmieri’s  liberal  identity poli‐
tics is now vivid in readers’ minds, Haider offers a
model explaining how centers of hegemonic pow‐
er perpetuate themselves by tailoring individuals’
identity to power’s purposes. He draws on Butler’s
and Brown’s reworkings of Michel Foucault’s ar‐
gument that power is more fundamentally discur‐
sive than juridical.  In this  view, power is  less  a
force  external  to  the  individual  that  limits  her
agency than the a priori productive energy that
always already constitutes the individual as well
as the state and the private institutions that medi‐
ate social relations. Butler, in The Psychic Life of
Power (1997),  speculates  on  the  psychological
characteristics  of  individuals  formed in  power's
image, borrowing from Brown’s earlier reformu‐
lation of Nietzsche’s concept of ressentiment. For
Nietzsche, ressentiment was the intense loathing
for aristocrats felt  by the commoners of the an‐
cient world, the latter being relatively powerless
to alter the social conditions within which their
self-proclaimed  “betters”  (my  term)  exploited
their unearned status as beings of superior natu‐
ral gifts. For Brown—and, in turn, for Butler and
Haider—this concept also explains key elements
of the power dynamics of modernity, including its
historically  specific,  interlocking  hierarchies  of
gender, race, and class. When the modern subal‐
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tern becomes aware of herself through the repeat‐
ed  experience  of  being  “called  by  an  injurious
name,” says Butler, that subject “comes into social
being.”  Butler argues that through a largely un‐
conscious process, “because [the subaltern feels] a
certain inevitable attachment to  [her]  existence,
because a  certain narcissism” indigenous to  the
subaltern’s  psyche “takes  hold  of  any term that
confers  existence,”  she  is  led  “to  embrace  the
terms  that  injure  [her]  because  they  constitute
[her] socially. The self-colonizing trajectory of cer‐
tain forms of identity politics”—for Haider, those
present-day forms standing in sharp contrast  to
the  discourse-reversing  radicalism of  Combahee
—“are symptomatic of this paradoxical embrace
of the injurious term” (quoted, p. 63; my empha‐
sis). 

Butler’s micropolitics of the individual psyche
is the fraternal twin of Wendy Brown’s macropoli‐
tics of the citizen and the state in States of Injury
(1995). “What we have come to call identity poli‐
tics” in the neoliberal era of state suppression of
popular militancy, says Brown, “is partly depen‐
dent upon the demise of a critique [both] of capi‐
talism  and  of  bourgeois  cultural  and  economic
values.” Under these conditions, “identity politics
... will appear not as a supplement to class politics,
not as an expansion of left categories of oppres‐
sion and emancipation, not as an enriching aug‐
mentation of  progressive formulations of  power
and persons—all of which they also are—but as
tethered  to  a  formulation  of  justice  that  rein‐
scribes a bourgeois (masculinist) ideal as its mea‐
sure” (quoted, p. 21). Thus, liberal identity politics
offers  us  a  form of  political  agency  that  recoils
from radical  change.  Haider  agrees  that  today’s
Palmieri-style  identity  politics  “locks us into the
state, [and] ensures our continued subjection” to
the  dominant  forms  of  discursive  power  (pp.
10-11). In contrast, the aim of the genuine radical
would  be,  says  Haider,  now  quoting  Butler,  to
“[refuse] the type of individuality correlated with
the  disciplinary  apparatus  of  the  modern state”
(quoted, p. 11)—to uproot the narcissistic identifi‐

cation  with  injurious  names,  and  to  ignore  the
state’s blandishments of, on the one hand, integra‐
tion of  the injured into the bourgeoisie  and,  on
the other, the state’s proffer of legal remedies for
injuries  inflicted  by  private  parties.  In  effect,
Brown  is  suggesting  that  the  ostensible  protec‐
tions of the state actually function as a protection
racket. This argument has been made before,[7]
but Brown is rearticulating it in a poststructural‐
ist,  antifoundationalist  explanatory  framework.
The state redress of injury, says Haider, has pro‐
duced only that variety of racial integration of the
existing power structure “in which the white cop
would be replaced by a black cop” (p. 19), with po‐
lice  and  politicians  of  whatever  racial  identity
continuing to perform the neoliberal task of sup‐
pressing radical visions of justice. 

Haider offers readers examples of this com‐
plex dynamic drawn from his own political expe‐
rience in chapter 2. In the absence of a materialist
analysis of race and class as fundamentally con‐
joined phenomena,  activists  at  the University of
California, Santa Cruz, who had absorbed a dena‐
tured form of identity politics via the university
curriculum and mass media, adopted a dogmatic,
anachronistic racial  separatism as their analysis
of university-wide tuition increases in November
2014. Rather than connecting the tuition increase
to a broad effort by the state to exclude poor peo‐
ple as a multiracial class from continued partici‐
pation in advanced education—one of the neolib‐
eral state’s disciplinary efforts to incapacitate the
entire working class as a political force—they in‐
stead argued that the tuition increase expressed a
monothematic hostility to people of color, making
the  unsupported  claim  that  “rising  tuition  ‘hits
students of color the hardest’” (p. 31). From this
beginning, the protest movement became increas‐
ingly focused on the expression of ressentiment. A
separatist  faction emerged,  insisting,  by conven‐
tions of 1960s protest no longer fitting in an era of
neoliberal  retrenchment,  that  people  of  color
should direct the movement and keep it focused
entirely  on  the  injuries  of  race—even  if  that
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meant, Haider points out, extending solidarity to
liberals of color in the university administration,
national politics, and news media. The dogmatic
impulse  toward  separatism  divided  the  protest
movement internally and irreparably damaged its
capacity to recruit students and faculty in num‐
bers.  This  same dynamic,  he argues,  played out
again in the local elements of the Black Lives Mat‐
ter movement—initially a grassroots activism es‐
pousing a universalist opposition to both race and
class,  but  quickly  factionalized  by  the  dogmatic
separatism  of  activists  suspicious  of  multiracial
coalition-building.  They enacted the  logic  of  op‐
pression as an injury to be remedied by state ac‐
tion, unconsciously “generalizing the condition of
the plaintiff:  equating political  practice with the
demand of restitution” (p. 35).  This dynamic ap‐
pears repeatedly in subsequent chapters, but es‐
pecially in chapters 3-4,  where a Butlerian logic
explains  why  the  present-day  understanding  of
white privilege effectively polices movement par‐
ticipants’ choice of vocabulary but builds no gen‐
uine solidarity around a program of anticapitalist
antiracism. 

Chapter  3  also  marks  the  point  in  the  text
where  Haider  begins  to  elaborate  his  historical
narrative, which treats the social construction of a
“white race” beginning in the colonies of British
North America. Much of the literature he cites de‐
scends  from  Edmund  Morgan’s  brilliant  study
(American  Slavery,  American  Freedom, 1975)  of
how  planter  elites  who,  transplanted  from  a
densely  populated  nation  in  which  land  was
scarce, devised by trial and (nearly catastrophic)
error a stable labor system for a colony in which
the critical scarcity was of available labor-power,
not acreage. In the wake of Bacon’s Rebellion of
1675, the planter elites implemented a racialized
form  of  transgenerational  lifetime  servitude
grounded in designations of  skin color,  one dis‐
continuous  with  European historical  practice  of
slavery for a term of years (for Haider’s synopsis,
see  pp.  53-56).  Proceeding  from  this  historical
benchmark, Haider’s task becomes one of demon‐

strating that amid the diversity of political analy‐
ses circulating among generations of antiracist ac‐
tivists, there developed a legacy—only sometimes
explicit—of  simultaneous  resistance to  race  and
class. It is the carrying forward of that legacy, in
the view that Haider shares with many others, by
which Americans can rebuild a movement to real‐
ize Newton’s vision of “the people in power.” It is
precisely  that  legacy,  he  argues,  which  the
present-day “ideological” form of identity politics
inhibits,  because  it  reproduces  the  divide-and-
conquer dynamic of class division by race. 

3. Beacons and Blind Spots: Human Inventive‐
ness and the Defense of Political Traditions 

Now that  we  have  drawn together  some of
the loose threads of Haider’s writer-based prose,
his intentions become clear, as do the limitations
of the text that stand in the way of his fullest real‐
ization of them. What should also become clear is
that Mistaken Identity is  not designed primarily
as a vehicle for spelling out the “program, strate‐
gy,  and tactics” (p.  114) of  a revitalized,  twenty-
first-century American socialism. Rather, its pur‐
poses are primarily defensive: to redraw for the
benefit  of  new  activists  a  bright-line  boundary
that distinguishes the Marxian tradition of  radi‐
calism from liberal imposters,  and to synthesize
and recirculate some of that tradition’s best think‐
ing about the relationship between identity and
politics. 

Yet, in a synthetic work such as this, the de‐
fense of tradition necessarily replicates its blind
spots along with its strengths. I have come to be‐
lieve  that  identity  politics  falls  into  a persistent
blind spot in our knowledge about the long twen‐
tieth  century,  one  which  Marxism  shares  with
other major political, historical, and philosophical
perspectives.  To  paraphrase  historian  Lawrence
Goodwyn, who wrote about a conceptual problem
pertaining  to  an  earlier  era,  we  are  still,  today,
“not only culturally confused” about the historical
origins  of  identity  politics,  but  “our  confusion
makes it difficult for us even to imagine our con‐
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fusion.”[8] For decades, scholars have persistently
attempted to explain identity politics in the terms
provided  by  the  established  schools  of  political
thought,  without considering the possibility that
at  least  some aspects  of  identity politics  may in
fact signal the formation of a new political world‐
view.  Understanding  of  that  new worldview re‐
quires that we consider it on its own terms before
we can  discharge  our  responsibility  as  scholars
and citizens to subject it to a full and fair critique.
Amid the vast output of scholarly works whose ti‐
tles contain the terms identity or identity politics
—too extensive for any one reader to examine—I
have encountered only one project  that  has  ap‐
proached the question of  the origins  of  identity
politics in a non-defensive way (although it does
not suggest that the phenomenon might be a new
political  worldview):  Linda  Nicholson’s  Identity
before Identity Politics (2008).[9] 

The impulse to interpret identity politics from
the standpoints of established political traditions
is understandable, but it tends to suppress aware‐
ness that  partisans  of  established traditions  are
engaged in techniques of boundary maintenance
somewhat similar to those employed by the elite
natural scientists studied by Thomas Kuhn in The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2d ed. (1970).
For good reasons,  the first  impulse of  scientists,
when confronted by anomalous data, is either to
force them into their paradigm’s conceptual box‐
es, or, failing there, to question the methods used
to generate the data. Kuhn might not have been
personally disposed to paraphrase Marx in order
to explain the interpretive conservatism of scien‐
tific thinking. But if he had been, he might have
said that when scientists  dismiss anomalies,  un‐
aware that they contradict their paradigm’s con‐
ceptual foundations, the paradigm that has hith‐
erto facilitated deep inquiry becomes their fetters.
[10] Only the paradigm-destructive activities of a
scientific  revolution  can  clear  the  ground  re‐
quired for the emergence of a new sense of what
the universe is like. 

We must recognize, however, that knowledge
production among political radicals does not en‐
tirely  follow  the  patterns  studied  by  Kuhn,  in
which elite scientific communities are guided by a
single paradigm. Rather, it more nearly resembles
what he describes as the “pre-paradigmatic” pat‐
tern  in  which  diverse,  competing  schools  of
thought following distinct paradigms converge on
an area of  study.  Among pre-paradigmatic  com‐
munities  of  knowledge  production,  partisans
must  frequently  reassert  first  principles,  since
they  are  constantly  in  competition  with  rival
schools  of  thought.  Philosopher  Alasdair  MacIn‐
tyre, in After Virtue, 3d ed. (2007), offers further
diagnosis  of  the  problem  of  blind  spots  in  dia‐
logues  originating  under  such  pre-paradigmatic
conditions. Pre-paradigmatic schools practice the
same  types  of  boundary  maintenance  visible
within the paradigmatic sciences. But there is the
additional tendency of deliberations between ri‐
val pre-paradigmatic schools to deadlock owing to
the  at  least  partial  incommensurability  of  the
worldviews each has generated by pursuing inde‐
pendent  processes  of  inquiry.  Inquiry  moves  its
partisans centrifugally, with each school or revi‐
sionist  variant  developing  its  fundamental
premises, along with a distinctive idiom by which
to (1) relate premises to evidence and (2) attribute
meaning to the “topographical” contours of reality
that  their  theories  reveal  as  significant.  In  the
modern  world,  says  MacIntyre,  there  exists  no
overarching body of standards by which to adju‐
dicate the rival truth claims arising from such in‐
dependent processes of inquiry. The result is in‐
terminable  disagreement  among  competing
schools of thought. “From our rival premises,” he
observes, “we can argue back to our rival premis‐
es; but when we do arrive at our premises argu‐
ment  ceases  and the  invocation of  one premise
against another becomes a matter of pure asser‐
tion  and  counter-assertion.”[11]  He  offers  the
chronically stalemated discourse on the morality
of abortion as one of his primary examples. 
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Applying  the  earliest  version of  MacIntyre’s
model of disjunct modern inquiry to the case of
factionalism  among  American  radical  feminists,
literary  scholar  Madeleine  Brainerd  succinctly
characterizes  interminable  disagreement  among
radical feminists as “an endless regress of debate
over the terms of debate.” Facing stalemate,  the
contending schools continue to assert their rival
premises,  while  each school  develops  rhetorical
strategies allowing it to claim victory “by fiat”—by
imposing their own paradigm’s truth criteria as if
they  were  precisely  the  transcendent  standard
which MacIntyre argues is lacking. They do this
by  “translating”  (Brainerd’s  term)  arguments  by
rival schools of thought into the unsupportive id‐
iom of their own school, an operation which un‐
dermines  the  integrity  and  credibility  of  rivals’
thought.  Brainerd  characterizes  this  translation
strategy  as  a  process  of  turning  the  opponents’
logic “inside out.”[12] In political knowledge pro‐
duction, when the rival schools are contesting the
terms by which opposition to the status quo can
be  considered  radical  rather  than  merely  re‐
formist,  the  most  effective  means  of  defensive,
self-interested translation is to unmask (my term,
though not  mine alone)  opponents’  thought sys‐
tems as replicative of the logic of the oppressive
status quo. We have already heard Brown, Butler,
and Haider engage in precisely this  kind of  un‐
masking. Those whose approaches to identity pol‐
itics have been turned inside out and unmasked
by antifoundationalists generally return the favor
—for  that  is  the  characteristic  pattern  of  inter‐
minable disagreement. 

Unmasking suffices to defend the boundaries
of a rival radical political worldview when it can
produce supporting evidence in some quantity—
evidence which, by the standards of the paradigm
being  defended,  supports  the  claim  that  oppo‐
nents  are  following  the  very  logic  of  the  status
quo that they claim to oppose. Given that, accord‐
ing to political scientist Susan Bickford, efforts to
create radical democratic social change must,  of
necessity,  “perform  the  paradoxical  task  of

achieving egalitarian goals in egalitarian ways in
an  inegalitarian  context,”[13]  and  that  activists
must carry out this task by undertaking a messy
process of trial and error, it should not be surpris‐
ing that partisans seeking to unmask their rivals
will usually be able to find sufficient evidence to
confirm their suspicion that their rivals have suc‐
cumbed to the blandishments of power. Because
unmasking  is  a  defensive  maneuver,  its  practi‐
tioners  often  cease  their  efforts  to  comprehend
their rivals’ worldviews once they locate evidence
sufficient  to  maintain  their  own  paradigm’s  in‐
tegrity. This results in a form of confirmation bias.
Suffering  from confirmation bias,  opponents  of‐
ten do not persevere until they have, as MacIntyre
puts it, “learn[ed] how to think as if [they] were ...
convinced adherent[s] of that rival tradition.”[14]
As a result, the unmasker’s defense of paradigm
by fiat  frequently  comes to  rest  well  short  of  a
recognition of the blind spots of her own stand‐
point. 

By drawing on Butler and Brown, Haider has
persevered longer than do most leftist unmaskers
of  identity  politics—long  enough  to  locate  the
Combahee River Collective’s determination to syn‐
cretize Marxism and identity politics. He is thus in
a stronger position than many of his comrades to
recognize that at least some kinds of identity poli‐
tics are not inimical to socialism. As we have al‐
ready heard Haider, Mohandesi, and Brown say,
Combahee’s  syncretization enriched and supple‐
mented  the  Marxist  politics  of  class  and  race,
seemingly without disturbing Marxism's founda‐
tional assumptions.  (The potential  for contradic‐
tions to emerge within Combahee’s syncretization
remains unexplored in their formulation, though
I will not treat that complex problem here.) Yet,
with that enrichment and supplementation safely
contained  within  the  conceptual  boxes  of  an‐
tifoundationalist  analysis,  Haider shuts the door
on further exploration of identity politics as firm‐
ly as those who, before him, have indiscriminate‐
ly condemned it as a modern variant of the utopi‐
an socialism against which Marx and Engels in‐
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veighed. In an interview occasioned by the publi‐
cation  of  Mistaken  Identity, Haider  closed  this
metaphorical door by claiming that “the Comba‐
hee  River  Collective  proposed  the  term  identity
politics for  a  very  specific  context  [and]  with  a
very specific goal, and [today] there’s no need to
cling to it in an entirely different,” neoliberal “po‐
litical  context,”  especially  “when it’s  been taken
up to mean something that’s the opposite of the
political  agenda they  had.”  Therefore,  it  is  now
anachronistic, in Haider’s view, “to speak about a
radical identity politics, and, you know, a moder‐
ate  identity  politics,  or  something  like  that.  We
don’t  need the term anymore.  What we need is
[Combahee’s] legacy ... which is one almost of dis‐
rupting identities, more than it is about claiming a
fixed one.”[15] 

This leaves readers of Mistaken Identity to in‐
fer, first, that because Combahee coined the term,
we  can  assume  that  they  invented  the  radical
practice as well. Second, it encourages us to infer
that,  from  this  perspective,  all  that  remains  of
identity politics today—besides liberals’ insistence
that all inequalities be litigated as injuries to indi‐
viduals within the juridical-political framework of
state power criticized by Brown—is a faux radi‐
calism grounded in what Butler in Gender Trou‐
ble (1999) unmasks as a “foundationalist  frame”
that  “presumes,  fixes,  and  constrains  the  very
‘subjects’ [whom] it hopes to represent and liber‐
ate”  (quoted,  p.  12).  Certainly,  even  within  the
confines of a short text intended for a broad, non‐
scholarly  audience,  Haider  presents  evidence
from his own experience and from the historical
record that, taken on its face, supports this as a
plausible  view.  The  plausibility  of  this  view,  in
turn, justifies Haider’s historical account of identi‐
ty politics as a phenomenon that emerged among
socialists, in response to the intramovement prob‐
lem of class reductionism. Locating the historical
antecedents  of  radical  identity  politics  wholly
within  the  legacy  of  socialist,  communist,  and
African  American  revolutionary-nationalist  an‐
tiracism further reinforces the credibility of both

of Haider’s main narratives. But in my view this
history is a product of antifoundationalists’  con‐
firmation bias.  They have successfully  defended
their paradigm, but they have left unexplored im‐
portant dimensions of the history of identity poli‐
tics. 

A  more  nearly  sufficient  accounting  can
emerge only if we apply historical method less as
a means to defend existing radical political tradi‐
tions,  choosing instead to explore the inventive‐
ness  of  humans  who  sometimes  create  new
worldviews, new political practices, and new vo‐
cabulary  as  they  pursue  Bickford’s  paradoxical
task of creating a just society by egalitarian means
within a social  order that  rewards and protects
dominance. I hypothesize that identity politics un‐
folded within the historical context not only of so‐
cialist, communist, and Black Power resistance to
the compartmentalization of  race and class,  but
also  in  response  to  dramatic  twentieth-century
changes in the scientific understanding of human
nature and the scientific enterprise itself. Histori‐
an Mike Hawkins,  in Social Darwinism in Euro‐
pean  and  American  Thought (1997)  shows  that
Darwin’s  famous theory of  evolution by natural
selection undermined existing explanations of the
place humans occupy in nature. Over succeeding
decades, political theorists treated Darwinian the‐
ory as a new worldview, one which grounded a
range of new political ideologies (in the social sci‐
entific sense of that term). 

Beyond Hawkins’s frame, but following close
on the heels  of  the Darwinian developments he
studies,  was  the  elaboration  by  anthropologist
Franz Boas of a relativistic theory of culture as the
central characteristic of the human adaptation to
life  on  earth.  The  close  collaboration  between
Boas  and  pragmatist  philosopher  John  Dewey
shaped  a  school  of  scientific  and  philosophical
thought that, like Darwinism, could be construed
by activists and political theorists as a worldview
requiring the development of new explanations of
politics, power, and inequality. Boas fashioned a
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relativistic conception of culture partly in opposi‐
tion to the scientific racism of late nineteenth-cen‐
tury evolutionary anthropology’s social Darwinist
explanation of the wide range of cultural  varia‐
tion among humans. Evolutionary anthropologists
presumed  that  the  diversity  of  human  cultures
had emerged through a process of natural selec‐
tion. Taking their own North Atlantic lifeways as
the  pinnacle  of  “civilization,”  they  interpreted
“primitive” adaptations as unsuccessful attempts
to  achieve  a  civilized  transcendence  of  nature.
They attributed this “failure” to the inferior bio‐
logical adaptive  capacity  of  non-European
“races.”  Boas rejected this  line of  thought as,  in
substantive terms, rank ethnocentrism. He coun‐
tered that the “Western” way of life was only one
accumulation of  meanings  and practices  among
many equally legitimate adaptations. But he also
rejected it on other grounds. Formally trained as a
physicist,  he  nevertheless  opposed  evolutionary
anthropology’s misapplication of the methods of
the physical sciences to the study of human adap‐
tation,  which included  meaning-making  and  its
social transmission. The principles guiding the de‐
velopment of human cultural diversity could not
be  found  in  the  biological  composition  of  the
species.  Accordingly,  he  focused  anthropological
fieldwork on the distinctive material and symbol‐
ic patterns of meaning and practice in each cul‐
ture, the development and generational transmis‐
sion of which occur historically and contingently,
not  genetically  (as  in  modern  sociobiology)  nor
through the transmission of acquired characteris‐
tics  (as  in  earlier  understandings  of  Darwinian
evolution).[16] Scientific inquiry could not be re‐
duced to the positivistic search for universal laws
derived  from  the  physical  makeup  of the  uni‐
verse.  Historian David A.  Hollinger is  correct  in
his assessment that “reflection on the possible im‐
plications for ‘Western Civilization’  of  what had
been discovered about other cultures ...  is  what
made anthropology in the cultural-relativist mode
a major episode in the intellectual history of the
twentieth  century,  rather  than  simply  another

movement within a discipline.”[17] It thus makes
sense  to  investigate  this  major  episode  as  one
which,  like  the  Darwinism  that  emerges  from
Hawkins's inquiry, may have provided mid-twen‐
tieth-century  activists  and  thinkers  with  a  new
way of understanding what it means to be human
that challenged some of the foundational assump‐
tions of existing political and social theory. 

How  did  Boasian  culture  theory  become  a
widely  available,  often  taken-for-granted  under‐
standing of  human nature?  The story of  how it
diffused into American society through multiple
circuits  of  transmission  is  only  partly  studied;
even so, it is too complex to summarize here. For
now, we can say that it captured the imaginations
of  many  Americans  without  displacing  its  posi‐
tivist  rivals  from  their  positions  of  intellectual
and popular hegemony.[18] Even less well studied
is the process of trial and error by which political
activists and social theorists worked out the radi‐
cal political implications of the culture concept—
although doing this was often not their conscious
intention. The work of sociologist Wini Breines of‐
fers us a window into one moment in that process
by which American New Leftists struggled, in the
early years of their movement, to articulate a po‐
litical vision for which neither the rich idioms of
liberalism nor those of Marxism were adequate.
She astutely identifies an “unresolved tension” at
the core of the political practice of Students for a
Democratic  Society (SDS)  in the early  1960s.  On
the one hand, she points to the influence of long-
standing  political  theorizing  about  the  coales‐
cence of political interest groups, including Marxi‐
an materialist theorizing about class conflict,  all
of  which  justified  for  SDS  members  the  instru‐
mentalist  “intention,  necessitating  organization,
of achieving power or radical structural change in
the United States.” On the other hand, she also de‐
tects  a  competing  tendency,  not  named  by  her
sources, which she calls prefigurative politics. The
latter, born of “a wariness of hierarchy and cen‐
tralized  organization,  ...  imposed  substantial
tasks” on radicals, “the central one being to create
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and sustain within the live practice of the move‐
ment, relationships and political forms that ‘pre‐
figured’  the desired society,”  and frequently un‐
dermined efforts to unify the movement around a
particular program.[19] 

As  I  read  it,  prefigurative  politics  derived
from an incipient awareness that power is cultur‐
al in the Boasian sense, and that it followed that
inventing the cultural forms of a new order be‐
came an essential dimension of the struggle to dis‐
place  the  old—a  theory-in-formation  that  con‐
trasted sharply with the more positivist forms of
socialist  materialism  that  gained  prominence
within the New Left in the late 1960s. For a gener‐
ation  seeking,  as  Breines  puts  it,  to  understand
“the hold which advanced capitalism had on peo‐
ple's  consciousness,”  culture  theory  combined
with  existentialism,  psychoanalysis,  and  media
theory to make the New Left new.[20] Only once,
and tangentially, does Breines connect prefigura‐
tive politics to identity politics, partly because that
term was  not  available  to  SDS  members  in  the
early 1960s and appears almost nowhere in her
sources.[21] If my reading proves warranted, then
the belief that power is cultural as well as materi‐
al,  and  that  radicals  must  therefore  attend  not
only to power’s material bases but to the cultural
implications  of  socially  constructed identities,  is
detectable  in  the  historical  record  more  than  a
decade  before  Combahee’s  coinage  of  the  term,
and  its  antecedents,  socialist  and  otherwise,
stretch back to the turn of the twentieth century.
Moreover,  given  the  powerful  influence  of  the
Student  Nonviolent  Coordinating  Committee’s
elaboration  of  what  historian  Charles  M.  Payne
calls  the  African  American  organizing  tradition
on early SDS, I suspect that important elements of
identity politics can be found in the interplay be‐
tween a widely diffused culture concept, organic
African American political consciousness, and the
socialist and communist antiracist activism that is
Haider’s focus.[22] The evidence for such a propo‐
sition is  widely scattered and,  often,  subtextual.

The work of supporting such claims will be chal‐
lenging. 

The examples I  have presented are interest‐
ing, but they are a bare beginning. Broaching the
hypothesis  necessarily  prompts  questions  I  can‐
not yet answer in detail.  For example, what ele‐
ments  of  Haider’s  Marxist-revisionist  ontology
does a radical identity politics problematize from
a Boasian-pragmatist perspective? At present it is
difficult to say, partly because that new tradition
has yet to theorize itself  in systematic ways.[23]
For now, I can only hint at an answer by pointing
to  George  Shulman’s  characterization  of  Marx’s
tendency “to reduce symbolic life to a mere ‘re‐
flex’ (distorted or true) of an underlying ‘material’
life, as if the symbolic and material could be sepa‐
rated  into  a  [causal]  sequence”  from  material
base  to  epiphenomenal,  cultural  superstructure.
[24]  The  Boasian  culture  concept  expands  the
Marxian base to include its superstructure, join‐
ing the endpoints of his causal sequence to form a
circuit  for  current  flowing  in  both  directions.
Even  though  Shulman’s  critique  derives  from  a
different intellectual tradition, a parallel critique
of Marxian materialism is evident in the famous
claim that “as work is to marxism [sic], sexuality
to feminism is socially constructed yet construct‐
ing, universal as activity yet historically specific,
jointly comprised of matter and mind.”[25] 

4. The Mirror, the Gaze, and the Limits of New
Beacons 

The satisfactions of seeing the emergence of
identity  politics  as  in  important  ways  deriving
from the diffusion of the Boasian-pragmatist cul‐
ture concept as well as from the practice of estab‐
lished radical political traditions probably resem‐
ble, to some small degree, those that Copernicus
derived from reconceiving the solar system in he‐
liocentric terms. The mid-twentieth century poly‐
math Michael Polanyi (whose political views I do
not share) suggests that a “delight in abstract the‐
ory” was the reward that  Copernicus ultimately
derived from overriding the evidence of his sens‐
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es, that the sun "rises." Polanyi goes on to suggest
that that delight is enhanced by the expectation
that “our theory may yet show forth its truth ... in
ways undreamed of by its authors.”[26] Neverthe‐
less, although we may delight in the enrichment
of our understanding of identity politics by trac‐
ing its origins to an additional important source,
we cannot lose sight of how Marxism and other
dominant political theories form the predicate for
such a scientific revolution—if it is that. Activists
like Haider have made a difference in the world
by asserting their paradigm fully and frequently.
The irony is that over time, that is also the process
which brings the paradigm's blind spots  to con‐
sciousness. 

Much is at stake in how we respond to Haider
when our eyes adjust to their blinding by that tra‐
dition’s beacons. If we attempt retribution against
him by turning the  tables,  asserting  by fiat  our
new standard as a transcendent one, we risk for‐
getting that blind spots are not the same as total
blindness. We cannot simply dismiss Haider’s ex‐
periences of the debilitating effects on movement-
making of dogmatic, poorly conceived, or corrupt‐
ed applications of identitarian theory. And, given
the  ferocious  complexity  inherent  in  Bickford’s
paradoxical task, and the opportunities for failure
and error inherent in that complexity, we are ill-
advised to think of Haider’s experiences as rare
exceptions. 

In search of knowledge, we position a mirror,
trying to see some part of reality as best we can
within the limits of  our capacity to observe.[27]
Positivists believe that they can, through strenu‐
ous efforts at disinterested objectivity, position it
at the Archimedean point and capture enduring
knowledge  of  nature.  Antifoundationalists  over‐
correct  in  reaction  to  positivism,  claiming  that
“knowledge is not made for understanding; it  is
made for cutting.”[28] They position their mirror
so that what we see is the would-be knower “look‐
ing  at  [her]self  looking  at  [her]self,”  and  from
there, exploiting the endless possibilities for per‐

formative parody of positivist hubris.[29] To posit
culture theory as the distinctive element of a po‐
litical  worldview  from  which  emerged  diverse
schools  of  identity  politics  requires  a  different
placement of our imperfect mirror, a placement
which  has  been partly  articulated  as  a  form of
philosophical  realism in which we try to reflect
on ourselves as would-be knowers—but not only
that.[30] As well, we try to glimpse a provisionally
useful image of the world, the “nature” of which
we are an integral part. Haider's predicament, in
which by synthesizing his tradition’s strengths he
unwittingly  replicates  its  blind spots,  should re‐
mind us that, soon enough, the blind spots in our
own imperfect reflection of the world will become
our fetters.[31] We can only hope to mitigate that
eventuality by remembering that Haider’s deter‐
mination is not only to understand the world, but
to change it; and by heeding MacIntyre’s counsel
to  learn  as  much  as  we  can  from  those  with
whom we disagree. 
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